Technology and the skills shortage
Economies across the developed world are facing labour shortages — especially of skilled workers. And the problem is particularly acute in the tech sector, and in the ever expanding number of jobs for which basic technological proficiency is a non-negotiable requirement. This latest report from the FT’s Tech for Growth Forum examines the phenomenon in detail and asks not just how businesses and governments can bridge the technology skills gap, but also how they can use new technology itself as a tool to enhance the education and training that is fundamental to the challenge of getting fit for the modern digital economy.

Governments are beginning to acknowledge, first, that the digital literacy of the working population leaves a good deal to be desired and, second, that primary, secondary and tertiary education needs to be drastically overhauled in response. And businesses too know that the need to do more if they are to succeed in the increasingly competitive race for digital talent.

We are always keen to hear more. You can reach us at forums@ft.com.

Jonathan Derbyshire
Tech for Growth Forum Editor
Financial Times
Technology and the skills shortage

Governments and businesses alike face formidable challenges in equipping the workforce for the modern digital economy, writes Lucy Colback

Developed nations are facing a worker shortage. As pandemic restrictions have loosened, the demand for goods and services has rebounded but the supply of workers remains static.

In the UK, the US and the EU, vacancies have increased to match or outstrip the availability of people. In Britain this is most noticeable in the public sector, especially health and transport, but the shortfall affects private companies too.

In February the British Chambers of Commerce reported the results of its 2022 survey of 5,600 firms. This showed that recruitment was harder than ever nearly two in three firms wanted to hire people but eight in 10 of these said finding either skilled or unskilled workers was difficult.

The US has a similar problem. In November, Jay Powell, the chair of the Federal Reserve, said the labour force was 5.9 million workers shy of pre-pandemic forecasts. He said 20mn of the shortfall could be due to people retiring early.

Job openings exceeded available workers by 4mn, equal to 1.7 jobs for each jobseeker. In March, the US Chamber of Commerce said the worker participation rate was 62.8 per cent, down from 63.5 per cent in February 2020. The reasons range from illness (an individual or family member) to low pay rates, to a desire to focus on acquiring more skills before re-entering the workforce.

Technology experts are in short supply everywhere but in America in particular the situation is acute, affecting tech businesses and those companies in other sectors that rely on an IT function.

The Computing Technology Industry Association, also known as CompTIA, is a non-profit organisation that supports the US technology industry. It said that 3.1 million people were employed in technology in 2022 – six per cent of the US workforce. Some 6.6 per cent of that total were tech professionals such as software developers and network architects, while the others were in sector support roles.

Basic technological capability is essential for many workers. In Europe last year, according to Atomico – gathered pace in 2021.

In the UK the shortfall in tech talent was revealed in the 2023 Nays UK Salary & Recruiting Trends report. Data collated in late 2022 from 11,000 employers and professionals showed that demand for technology experts was expected to remain high. Almost all employers had experienced skills shortages in the past 12 months, and three-quarters had increased workers’ salaries. Despite this, nearly two-thirds of staff were looking to change jobs. Competition within such a small talent pool was a concern.

A spat of tech job losses – 200,000 worldwide and 16,000 in Europe last year, according to Atlassian — gathered pace in 2023 but this had only a marginal effect on worries over the hiring squeeze.

Gawer says: “It may well be that because there has been so much laying off of workers in tech firms that the shortage may ease up a bit and these people find themselves working in other companies.”

Such reabsorption could mean that the effect of any excess headcount does not last long. Based on official releases, CompTIA estimates that tech unemployment lifted slightly from just below 1 per cent in January 2022, compared with a rate of slightly below 4 per cent in the broader economy.

Long-term demand for tech talent is not expected to abate. Based on its digital ambitions the EU alone wants 20mn technology specialists, which compares with the 9mn it had in 2022.

All countries aim to plug similar gaps, so importing specialists will be unsustainable. In 85 countries surveyed by Nash Squared for its Digital Leadership Report 2021, 38 per cent of tech company leaders expected their “skills need” to increase while 70 per cent said a skills shortage was holding them back, the highest level in 24 years.

### Pipeline problems

The problem is seeded at the early stages of education. The explosive growth of the digital economy has intensified competition for graduates in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (Stem), worsening the imbalance between supply and demand.

In February for instance the workplace at entry level, Adzuna, the job-search engine, recorded the highest number of tech vacancies in 10 years between January and May 2023. More of these roles were at a senior rather than junior level, suggesting that workers had to apply for at least two times to gain the experience sought. With too few students taking Stem subjects, the problem is unlikely to improve quickly.

### Government intervention

Ideally government policy would address the education deficit, especially as the US aims to become “a science and technology superpower”. The skills gap is a long-running issue, as noted at a recent inquiry by the House of Lords.

One professor in this respect is University of Surrey, who says the digital transformation has affected every company, blurring the line between tech and other sectors. She says that with hiring “there is no such thing as the tech sector anymore”.

In a survey for instance the workplace at entry level, Adzuna, the job-search engine, recorded the highest number of tech vacancies in 10 years between January and May 2023. More of these roles were at a senior rather than junior level, suggesting that workers had to apply for at least two times to gain the experience sought. With too few students taking Stem subjects, the problem is unlikely to improve quickly.

In Europe the battle for talent is no less severe. More science for all

The technology skills deficit applies to broader populations too. Last year’s report on human capital by the European Commission said only 54 per cent of Europeans had at least basic digital skills, far short of the 2030 target of 70 per cent. In the UK, a Department for Education report in 2021 said that people were needed basic digital capability simply to interact in society.

The Royal Society, the oldest scientific academy in continuous existence, wants to see British children given a more “broad-based and balanced” education with maths and science “at the heart”. Witnesses to Brown’s House of Lords inquiry said coding was an essential as reading, writing and arithmetic for children aged 5-11.

As well as starting technical subjects earlier, some people believe learning should continue once formal education ends. In January Rashida Tlaib, the prime minister, embraced part of this vision when he pledged to make maths a compulsory subject up to the age of 18. This promise will be hard to fulfil, however. The Association of Schools and College Leaders immediately pointed out that there were too few qualified teachers to meet even the previous targets.

Browns says too few maths and science teachers are university graduates of the subjects they teach, and that this often results in a lack of confidence and enthusiasm on the part of both teachers and students.

She says: “I think we have an interest in the subject” deficit which if we’re not careful starts at secondary school, where a lot of these ability are set. And that’s because too many students who are really interested in these subjects feel that they’re not working against each other.

“Then they gradually cut themselves off from being able to go on to degree levels and then to degree-level subjects. And of course as well as simply not having that science and technology, they probably cut themselves off from those apprenticeship routes as well.”

It doesn’t help that while teachers are required to do teaching-related continuing professional development (CPD), there is no obligation to undertake subject-related CPD, even in areas as fast-moving as technology.

![Skills shortages continue to hamper change](source: Nash Squared Digital Leadership Report 2022)

Q: Does a skills shortage prevent your organisation from keeping up with the pace of change? (Source: Nash Squared Digital Leadership Report 2022)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Technology as a tool**

**Learning to learn**
The use of technology in education is now widespread, from basic tools such as video conferencing, which helps with lesson delivery, to AI programs that assist students to learn more effectively and enhance their grades. In the workplace, training and competency assessments are often carried out online, and communication tools improve collaboration and productivity. Technology can also boost returns on formal learning. Obrizum, a Cambridge scale-up, uses AI to formulate personalized training programmes. These start with an assessment of a learner’s knowledge and build up from there in a way that is unique to their progress. To eliminate guesswork, users not only have to pick the right answers but also to score their conviction level. This gamification of learning is more effective than any one size fits all training programme. Such courses give companies data on what their employees know and how well they learn, and they reduce the time taken to achieve better outcomes. Workers’ knowledge can also be mapped against a company’s requirements. With good data, companies can find why certain employees do not perform well and change their processes to achieve better outcomes.

Rose Luckin, professor of learner-centred design at the UCL Knowledge Lab in London, carried out a study with a financial services company that trained traders. “They thought the reason so many traders left the business very soon after training was because they needed to do something about the training,” she says. “We were able to highlight the fact that the [problem lay in] recruiting the right people.”

With enough data, studies can also show how employees might be better at a different task, “so maybe they’re not going to be the best trader in the world but they might be great at compliance”.

Separately another university study revealed which teaching method — online or in person, for instance — worked well with different students and why. This allowed the university to decide when to intervene to make sure a student learns effectively. “ChatGPT, a commercially-available AI chatbot, is upending education. While search engines called into question the value of learning facts — why should students remember them when they can use Google? — ChatGPT undermines the foundation of the education system. “If an [artificial] intelligence can pass an assessment when it doesn’t understand a word it produces then that assessment is wrong,” Luckin says. “You have to change the way the assessment is done,” she says, adding that ChatGPT could be incorporated if it is used to help students “make better judgments about what they believe to be true”. With enough data, studies can also show how employees might be better at a different task, “so maybe they’re not going to be the best trader in the world but they might be great at compliance”.

**Man and machine**
Better education about tech could solve two impediments to automation — lack of expertise and cultural resistance for fear of job losses — flagged up in the Nash Squared report. In the first, it needs to be broadly understood that technology is a supplement to human input, not a replacement, and in the second that training can help to reposition workers in roles where they can work with tech, not be replaced by it.

“We have to help people understand technology, and particularly AI, because it really is going to be part of their job whatever they do, whether it’s in a supermarket or on a farm,” Luckin says. “We have to help people understand technology, and particularly AI, because it really is going to be part of their job whatever they do, whether it’s in a supermarket or on a farm,” Luckin says.

Despite misgivings, the use of digital labour has increased markedly in the four years to 2022, the Nash Squared data show. Machine learning and recognition software can be used in repetitive white-collar tasks such as document drafting, while manual labour — for example in warehouses — is being replaced by robotics.

Luckin focuses on the interface between AI and the white-collar worker, where productivity gains are significant. But she says we should not offload tasks just because we can. “We have to look very carefully at what the technology is good at doing and what the human is good at doing and work out where the sweet spot is, because that is where you increase productivity. "ChatGPT does not understand anything it produces and to offload inappropriately to a tool that is so ignorant is dangerous." Areas where technology is better at a task than humans — processing vast quantities of data, for instance — are where it can be put to best use, but humans must be involved to understand the output.

**The problem of ChatGPT**
ChatGPT, a commercially-available AI chatbot, is upending education. While search engines called into question the value of learning facts — why should students remember them when they can use Google? — ChatGPT undermines the foundation of the education system. “If an [artificial] intelligence can pass an assessment when it doesn’t understand a word it produces then that assessment is wrong,” Luckin says. “You have to change the way the assessment is done,” she says, adding that ChatGPT could be incorporated if it is used to help students “make better judgments about what they believe to be true”. With enough data, studies can also show how employees might be better at a different task, “so maybe they’re not going to be the best trader in the world but they might be great at compliance”.

**Roles IT pros play within organisation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per cent</th>
<th>Mostly focused on tactical activities</th>
<th>Assessing technical skill needs</th>
<th>Accelerating approach to technology</th>
<th>Participating in cross-functional discussions</th>
<th>Leading discussions around emerging trends</th>
<th>Giving final approval for tech decisions</th>
<th>Bringing attention to ethical considerations</th>
<th>Defining approach to cybersecurity</th>
<th>Explaining tradeoffs with implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CompTIA IT Industry Outlook 2023
How to get ahead in the hiring race

Think beyond Stem

Gordon Peloso, senior vice president of employer engagement at CompTIA, lays some of the blame for the technology hiring squeeze at the door of government.

He argues that the push to encourage more Stem students has had a detrimental effect. He agrees that having more Stem graduates is good, but young people now believe “you have to have strong Stem skills to enter tech — and it’s misleading”.

Peloso says that widening the search beyond students focused on a career in technology — what he calls “tech inferior” — to those with general “career intent” increases the number of potential candidates from 6mn to 50mn.

An obsession with qualifications has also skewered corporate hiring policies. Offering internships, apprenticeships or even on the job training to people without qualifications would provide a more sensible route to roles such as working on a help desk.

Companies that want to increase their options can do so with early intervention, with visits to schools to encourage students and parents to consider career opportunities.

This is especially relevant given that forward-thinking companies should look afar at the type of people to hire. “We don’t necessarily need more tech workers in the traditional sense,” says Gavver of Surrey university.

She believes that as consumer resistance to technology increases, perhaps due to concerns over job automation or surveillance, the demand for people who are able to talk about technologies in non-technical ways will be for “bilingual” people who can operate in the technical world without being divorced from the rest of the enterprise.

She says: “I don’t think we need more coders because the coders themselves are going to be replaced by robots that can code. What we need is people who consider how technology is used: the commercial, legal, ethical and human resources implications.”

Luckin agrees. “I think we need to refine what we mean by technical skills. We need to include within that more interdisciplinary skills, more people who understand the technology and the way it impacts on humans.” She adds that the need is for people able to talk about technologies in non-technical ways.

Companies that fall behind in these areas will lose out with consumers, especially younger generations that place greater emphasis on values. They also run the risk of falling foul of regulators.

Think laterally

Besides anticipating a new type of technology worker and the skill sets needed, companies can also think laterally about where to find people with technical skills. In a twist used to entice the technology-savvy generation, TKToA has been involved in a campaign to recruit experts, such as gamers, who have less conventional training.

Use technology to help recruit

Technology can help with recruitment in other ways. In January, CompTIA launched a free tool developed with Lighthouse, the labour market analytics provider. This optimises advertisements based on skills and outcomes rather than qualifications and inputs. The system can produce a posting that helps employers reach a far wider pool.

Peloso believes it could be transformative. “Getting [technology employers] to use it is the next step. Part of that is the recognition of the need: trying to educate employers how they can have bias in their job posting inadvertently by picking certain schools, or how they can fall into the trap of using a degree as a proxy.”

Search for a minimum requirement, not a maximum

The advantage of looking at a wider pool cannot be emphasised too strongly. CyberUp, a non-profit cyber security organisation, says 95 per cent of job openings require five or more years’ experience, while only 20 per cent of cyber security workers have been in the field that long.

Recruiting with a more open brief can open the door to greater diversity. Apprenticeships supported by the same organisation achieve better representation than industry averages across gender and ethnicity.

Champion apprenticeships

Apprenticeships are available to filling roles. Nationalapprenticeship.org, a US project backed at the federal level, says that for every dollar invested in an apprentice the return is $1.47, plus a “public return” of $28.

While Peloso is pleased at initiatives that “chip away” at increasing apprenticeships, more could be done to make them widely available. “There’s a challenge,” he says. “American employers don’t see apprenticeships the same way that the UK and other countries see them.”

In Britain the House of Lords inquiry advised that apprenticeships should be more flexible in terms of the application process, giving people the option to retrain and allowing the apprenticeship levy to be used by older workers for life-long learning.

Such modifications could also benefit social mobility. In the same inquiry, Robert Halfon, the UK education minister, said that apprenticeships “solve so many problems”, notably helping people from disadvantaged areas “climb the ladder of opportunity”.

Let people learn on the job

According to the Financial Times nearly $42bn a year is spent globally on training. Informal or on-the-job learning is not valued despite more than 70 per cent of workers participating in it. This compares with 45 per cent in non-formal training and just 8 per cent in formal training. It is also beneficial for the employer, which is saving great new employees from the great resignation.

For many teenagers the opportunity to learn on the job is a huge advantage. “It’s the best,” says a 15-year-old we spoke to. “You get to work with great people and earn a nice wage while learning.”

Upskill (bring back the old?)

Even with the benefits of informal learning, formal training cannot be ignored. According to McKinsey research as many as 37mn workers globally may have to change their occupations in the coming decade, making retraining an essential consideration (on the upside, automation could free up nearly a third of their time for new work).

Investment in training brings benefits to companies beyond those that are experiencing significant change. A 2018 study by LinkedIn found that 34 per cent of employees would stay at a company longer if it invested in their careers. Younger generations in particular want an employer that cares about wellbeing.

Training is key to keeping a productive workforce and it can be less costly than hiring. According to the World Economic Forum, it would be cheaper to reskill a quarter of all workers in at-risk jobs in the US than it would be to find new ones; this is based on financial considerations alone, never mind societal and other effects. Collaboration such as pooling industry resources could lift this proportion to half of the workforce.

CompTIA may provide an example of how this can be done. The organisation makes use of professionals’ experience of given roles to create training programmes. "There is a job task analysis and then we create questions that test knowledge around the functions of that job," Peloso says. "Member partners provide the expertise to tell us what those people that work in that job everyday know about those functions."

The partner programme has given 2mn certifications to 1mn people.

The carrot of education could be especially useful in enticing opted-out workers to return to the jobs market, especially as many Americans currently outside the workplace give “learning new skills” as a reason.

Recruit overseas

One in five companies have looked to recruit overseas because of a shortage of talent at home, according to Remote, the global talent consultant, which polled 1,400 hiring managers. In the UK this strategy may be working if statistics on the post-Brexit immigration of skilled workers are a guide. This is not a long-term solution, however. As Brown points out, “we can’t go on ‘pinching’ other countries’ talent indefinitely.

Global IT spending projections in 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus areas for career growth</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical skill in current area</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable skills</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical skill in a new area</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancing into management</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business operations</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Focus areas for career growth

- Technical skill in current area
- Durable skills
- Technical skill in a new area
- Advancing into management
- Project management
- Business operations

Source: CompTIA IT Industry Outlook 2023

Final cautions

While communication platforms can aid collaboration and inclusivity, they may also increase inequalities, possibly due to a lack of connectivity or literacy.

As ever, cyber security is a risk. A 2022 report by S2C flags up the shortage of expertise. The global cyber security organisation says there are 4.7mn cyber security experts but 3.4mn more are needed. This is not an area that companies can afford to ignore.

It is no longer sufficient simply to be able to operate basic baseware. In an increasingly digital world, people need to be brought up with tech’s limitations as well as how they, personally, can be manipulated by the machines they use to connect and entertain themselves.

Gawer warns that it is dangerous to rely on technology without understanding the tricks used by companies to foster such reliance. “The man or the woman on the street needs to understand enough about how technology works so that they keep a sense of agency and sovereignty in decision-making,” she says.
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Overcoming the skills gap for an innovative and sustainable future

Srimathi Shivashankar, corporate vice-president and head of edtech business, HCLTech

According to WEF, more than 10bn jobs will be impacted by technology in the coming years. With a rapid digitalisation of workplaces, there is ever growing demand for tech skilling of talent.

This demand is quite evident in the UK, as the country witnessed a demand of over 2mn job vacancies but nearly 12mn workers lacked the skills needed, according to Tech Nation, an industry coalition. In addition, the Financial Times reported that 46 per cent of small businesses in the UK tech sector ranked difficulties hiring and a lack of staff with the right skills as their top two concerns for 2023. The report was based on a poll by the Department for Education.

More than one-third of the US workforce have limited digital skills, according to the OECD, and in Europe, of 4,000 companies surveyed by Atomico, a third said their biggest challenge was hiring talent with the right skills for the jobs.

Right Shift: From learning to assimilating competencies

We are at a point where the focus is on talent to become job ready for enterprises to stay productive. Companies want their talent to assimilate required competencies for the roles which are industry specific, and not just acquire technical skills. There is a significant leakage in costs and efforts, if the focus is just on technical certifications and not on job ready skilling.

I believe that there are multiple cohorts within organisations today:

1. Those who have core tech skills but need advancements for moving up their career ladder, and can be upskilled on the job.
2. New hires who can be skilled for their first jobs with the right combination of tech, process and industry domain, but with certain amount of fungibility so that they can learn new technologies quickly.
3. Some who are eager to switch from current roles to tech infused domain jobs, what I would call as “fit to new purpose”.
4. An emerging significant numbers of people who wish to restart or late start their careers in tech and IT, largely women across the globe.
5. Others forgotten but need attention is Equity — inclusive learning for those who need special accessibility and assistive tools for learning.

The cohorts are diverse, and the skilling cannot be one-size fits all approach. Democratised learning may support the foundation, but curated learning programs with coaches to support will yield effective return on investments for HR. Bite-sized learning, flexibility and an opt-in environment will all help to overcome employee resistance to start with, but the real acknowledgment comes only if the tech learning is domain infused and role specific.

Talent transformation with a purpose

My company is committed to this task of helping enterprises to refresh, repurpose and rebalance workforce pool through skilling. Last year the Edtech business vertical was launched, and our Career Shaper platform for Assessments and Learning helps companies to manage their talent acquisition and transformation goals with agility.

We build tech academies for enterprises powered by HCLTech Career Shaper platform, and provide products for entire learner and learning life cycles:

1. Competency baseline and skills gap analysis.
2. Job ready skilling across cloud, digital, cyber security, data science and core engineering (embedded, VLSI, networking) tracks.
3. Immersive lab for safe fail and learn process.
4. Customized projects based on experience and industry domain with coaches enhance the competencies of learners and their readiness to meet with the roles that have/will be impacted by technology.

Our learning programs are also cohorts specific:

1. Futurum for STEM grads.
2. SwITch for those from non-STEM to move to Tech careers.
3. Equity for inclusivity.
4. I-Believe for restart /late-starters in IT.
5. Techbee for high school grads for entry level careers to earn while they learn.
6. Be Curious for school students.

We launched the HCLTech Sustainability School to enable both internal and external stakeholders including customers to embrace ESG concepts.

*HCLTech’s views are separate from other premium members, the FT and the FT Tech for Growth Forum
Quality and quantity: why diversity is the key to smart recruitment in tech
Arthur Hu, Chief Information Officer, Lenovo

Based on the popular narrative of the employment landscape in 2023, it would be all too easy to fall into the conventional wisdom view. The picture painted right now could be summed up as too many vacancies and nowhere near enough quality candidates in the pipeline.

As a truly global company, Lenovo takes a different view. One that is shaped by a culture of hard work and ambition, coupled with a firm conviction that the best people will always want to work for the best organisations. Innovative companies attract innovative talent.

Our Environmental, Social and Governance Report contained a clear message that maintaining a diverse culture and striving to achieve our full potential is fundamental to future success. That is why our diversity and inclusion initiatives form the backbone of Lenovo’s hiring strategy.

IT deploys specific technology to ensure we hire diverse talent, beginning with sourcing. To identify and attract candidates with diverse backgrounds we reach out to non-traditional colleges and universities, rather than competing head-on with other firms. And, we start earlier — for example with our wide-ranging internship initiative, which Lenovo has run since 2012 — to identify and cultivate potential talent in their college careers.

This is a win-win situation in which they get to know Lenovo and build work experience, while we get a chance to see interns in action. By casting a wider net and starting earlier, we are able to shift attraction of talent to our own terms.

Another insight is that many of the skills necessary to be effective in IT are very much learnable and can be acquired by curious, open-minded talent with an eye towards learning.

Many of the talented individuals at these schools are not making their way through the traditional hiring process, because managers may compare them to stereotypical profiles. What’s more important than the school someone went to, is that they have the skills and competencies required to do the job.

Learning also happens all throughout life, not just during formal education, so it’s also valuable that the candidate has the right attitude and desire to keep innovating and adapting.

As a global technology company with more than 82,000 employees, retaining and developing the careers of our people is a core priority. We have several learning and development programs in place to make it easy for employees to strengthen existing skills or even learn new ones.

Part of our mission is also to ensure the entire organisation reflects the various cultures and ethnicities of our internal talent.

This extends to establishing a Product Diversity Office to ensure our products are accessible to customers with disabilities. Our Product Diversity Office (PDO), formed in 2019, ensures that our products are not only innovative, but also meet the needs of people from all backgrounds and abilities.

We are focused on taking the office’s function and processes to scale so that, by 2025, 75 per cent of Lenovo’s products are vetted for inclusion by design experts.

Initiatives such as this are a reflection of the company’s mission to produce Smarter Technology for All. Our commitment to leveraging technology to solve humanity’s greatest challenges is very bold, but the top talent to whom this kind of ambition appeals is a key reason why top talent comes to work for us.

* Lenovo’s views are separate from other premium members, the FT and the FT Tech for Growth Forum